7th April 2019
Customs Union – The EU’s "Iron Curtain"
Theresa May wants the UK trapped in a version of the Customs Union, but by another
name; Jeremy Corbyn wants us trapped in the same Customs Union - the EU's "Iron
Curtain" - where Corbyn would feel more at home.
So, they both want to overturn the 23rd June 2016 EU Referendum – yes, even Corbyn after he went for a chat with Barnier on the 8th February 2019 - long before this latest
"cuddle-up" with May - to get her new Treaty through the Commons (see selected
Articles - (Corbyn - new EU Chief Collaborator)
What is missing in the Commons - is that whatever games MP's play as they pretend to
be a "government"; nothing they agree will have any real meaning - because they have
to Ratify the Merkel- May surrender document - Withdrawal Agreement and Political
Declaration (WA&PD) - once ratified the UK is lost.
Once they sign up - the EU will do all it can to render the UK impotent to make any free
trade deals with other countries, and ensure that the trade agreements the EU comes up
with will be on terms detrimental to the UK.
Any EU agreement with third countries will allow the them to exploit the UK - public
services, infrastructure, services without any reciprocal arrangements on trade from
the UK.
The Customs Union that Corbyn is so keen on; really is an Iron Curtain which traps the
Member States in an unbalanced trading relationship (CAP and CFP) - all in favour of
German manufacturing and French agriculture - and it has been that way for the past
46 years.
The new Treaty that May and Corbyn, with the help of the other charlatans in our
parliament are now trying to inflict on the UK will last forever - the EU will never allow
the UK to leave such a one-sided treaty, under any circumstances.
The UK will be pillaged; plundered by the EU - just as our Fishing grounds have been but the new Treaty will extend the EU's power over every part of the UK and its
population (just like the Lisbon Treaty (2007))
Meanwhile, the smug Remainers will end up in the same situation, if they get their way;
by revoking Article 50 and continuing under the Lisbon Treaty (2007)
There is little evidence that any negotiation which would benefit the UK ever took place
- the only evidence of agreement that exists is the "Chequers Agreement" - given to

Theresa May by Angela Merkel in Berlin in July 2018 - it contains nothing of benefit to
the UK.
That agreement formed the core of the WA&PD "Capitulation and Punishment"
Treaty - which May, working in collaboration with the EU (Merkel), is trying to force
upon the UK, using tactics dictated by Merkel.
The end of the UK, as a thorn in the side of the EU and its ambitions, is the prize that
Merkel is seeking; to give her the EU Presidency.
Further evidence of collaboration between May and Merkel is found in May's separate
arrangements committing the UK to EU Defence and acceptance of EU Justice / Home
Affairs cooperation; thus facilitating the end of British Common Law in favour of the
EU's Corpus Juris legal system (again as per the Lisbon Treaty (2007))
Theresa May, working with Angela Merkel have one common purpose (now including
Corbyn) to totally destroy the UK, along with the Conservative party - so that it will
never again be able to interfere or challenge the might of the EU.
Further, the UK population will be subjected to "Taxation without Representation" not that we have ever really been represented by the likes of the majority of our MP's,
Peers or Judiciary - who have systematically collaborated with the EU (Brussels and
Berlin) against our interests, since 1973.
In any event, our representatives in the EU Commission have to swear allegiance to the
EU's mantra of "ever closer union"; so they cannot look after our interests anyway, as
long as we are under EU control.
The WA&PD Treaty must not even be considered as an option - our parliament should
stop pretending that the UK will be worse off under WTO Most Favoured Nation
Status; turn against Theresa May and vote down the Treaty with a larger majority than
so far achieved.
WTO option is best for the UK - the only way that the UK will survive and prosper.
WTO is the worst option for the EU which is why the Commons and Lords are doing
everything in their power to prevent the UK reverting to WTO rules.

